We present experimental results of imaging and digital superresolution in a multiaperture miniature folded imaging architecture called PANOPTES. We prove the feasibility of integrating a low f-number folded imagers within a steerable multiaperture framework while maintaining a thin profile. Stringent requirements including low f-number and compact form factor, combined with the need for an ability to steer individual fields of view necessitate an off-axis design, resulting in a plane symmetric optical system. We present a detailed description of the ensuing optical design and its performance. The feasibility of this architecture is demonstrated through experiments and preliminary reconstruction results.
Introduction
Recent advances in computational imaging have seen the development of flat, multiaperture imaging systems similar to the compound eyes of many types of insects. A number of approaches to flat form factor image acquisition sensors based on these multiplexed imaging schemes have been investigated [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Tanida et al. have designed and experimentally verified an architecture called TOMBO in which a multiple aperture configuration is employed to achieve a flat form factor imaging system [2] . In the TOMBO setup, several small subimagers collect low-resolution images with uniform subpixel offsets that are then digitally woven into a final highesolution image.
The imaging architectures proposed in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] represent a diverse collection of computational imaging approaches to achieve form factor enhancement. However, none of these architectures incorporates adaptability in their designs. For instance, even though TOMBO attains significant improvement in form factor over its larger single aperture counterpart while maintaining comparable resolution, it is nevertheless optimized for a fixed object distance, resolution, and field of view. However, spatial information in a scene is rarely distributed uniformly, and therefore equal allocation of imaging resources across all regions of a scene is inherently wasteful. Moreover, constantly evolving scenarios call for image acquisition at simultaneous multiple ranges and temporally varying spatial frequency distributions. In such cases, it is highly desirable to have the capability to dynamically alter the field of view and vary the subpixel offset values between subimages. The former capability would allow for judicious resource allocation according to the spatial content of the scene, whereas the latter would permit real-time adaptation to multiple target ranges within a frame while simultaneously optimizing resolution at each range.
In previous work, we presented the concepts of an architecture called a processing arrays of Nyquistlimited observations to produce a thin electro-optic sensor (PANOPTES), which consists of several tiled subimagers, each with a built-in steering mechanism [9, 10] . PANOPTES incorporates intelligent image acquisition adaptability and real-time resource allocation capability in a multiaperture, flat-profile configuration. As shown in Fig. 1 , this adaptability is accomplished through the use of steering mirrors to maneuver each subimager's field of view, thereby enabling dynamic, nonuniform spatial allocation of imaging resources to match the information content [11] of the scene.
To meet these steering requirements, the PANOPTES subimager uses a folded design in a compact configuration (∼5 mm thick with a 4 mm × 8 mm footprint). Enabling adaptability within such a thin profile while maintaining near-diffraction-limited on-axis performance poses challenges in the optical design as well as system integration. For a proof of concept demonstration of this architecture's imaging capabilities, the steering mirror of each subimager has been replaced with a fixed mirror surface to reduce complexity. The goal here is to demonstrate the feasibility of imaging within a compact, folded configuration (necessitated by steering requirements) as well as to verify digital superresolution (DSR) capabilities of such a system. In this paper, the optical design of such a folded subimager is presented along with experimental results of its imaging performance. Additionally, preliminary reconstruction results demonstrating the feasibility of DSR with this architecture are shown. Future prototypes will incorporate the steering mirror to enable adaptability. To our knowledge, is the first architecture to incorporate a folded, steering, multiaperture imaging system within such small dimensions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 begins with an examination of the requirements dictating the optical design of the subimagers, along with the approach taken to address these requirements. In Section 3, the experimental setup and DSR approach to verify proof-of-concept of this multiaperture architecture are described, along with a discussion of the experimental data and reconstruction results obtained in this process. Section 4 concludes and summarizes these findings.
Subimager Optical Design

A. Optical Design
One of the most restrictive requirements in the PANOPTES architecture arises from the need to maintain a flat form factor while simultaneously being able to produce high-resolution imagery. The focal length of these subimagers must therefore be quite small compared to the overall dimensions of a composite PANOPTES imager consisting of several tiled subimagers. However, for DSR to be feasible, each subimager must still be able to capture image data across a range of spatial frequencies that are appreciably larger than the Nyquist cutoff of the system's digital detectors. Thus the prerequisites of dimension do not relax the constraint that the subimagers should be able to capture high spatial frequency information within an operationally useful field of view. Figure 2 illustrates the typical DSR regime from the perspective of the optical and detector modulation transfer function (MTF) plots. It is clear from this figure that the detector-limited nature of imaging system results in aliasing. DSR allows recovery of this aliased information. Therefore in principle, it is possible to capture image data up to the optical cutoff from multiple subpixel shifted low-resolution images.
Another criterion that needs to be satisfied is the ability to independently steer each subimager's field of view based on the information content within a scene. This steering will be ultimately accomplished by incorporating a precisely controllable tilting mirror within each subimager. The use of such mirrors therefore invariably calls for an unobscured folded architecture. Moreover, such a folded architecture in turn necessitates an optical design in which the imaging performance is optimal at a location that is off-axis with respect to the power surface of the subimagers. Given these conditions, the PANOPTES subimager optical design must prudently balance the competing requirements of a flat form factor, steering capability, and optimal off-axis (with respect to the power surface) imaging performance.
Due to the tilted and unobscured nature of the subimager's optics, it is important to note that the term "on-axis" henceforth corresponds to the overall subimager (as opposed to its power surface alone) and is the ray trajectory that is normal to both the entrance and exit surfaces (and hence the detector) of the subimager. This on-axis location is also the center of the sweet spot of the subimager. The notion of sweet spot is described in detail in the next subsection.
The optical design of an individual unobscured subimager is shown in Fig. 3(a) . In order for the PANOPTES architecture to maintain a flat profile, the subimager was designed with a depth of approximately 5 mm and a power surface with an f-number of unity. The low f-number and unobscured design help to maintain sufficient light gathering capability, thereby ensuring adequate optical signal-to-noise ratio. This subimager has four surfaces. The entrance and exit surfaces-numbered 1 and 4 in Fig. 3 (a)-are clear, flat and antireflective coated in the visible region. The second surface is reflective and tilted vertically at þ20°to fold the design. In subsequent experimental stages, this reflecting surface will be replaced by a steering mirror. Surface 3 is the sole power surface of the imager and is reflective. This surface consists of an off-axis paraboloid (OAP) with 12 mm radius of curvature, tilted at −40°to compensate for the tilt in the principal ray angle. The transverse profile of the power surface is parabolic along both the x and y directions. The choice of OAP was driven by the need for small components that can be integrated into the design at a small scale while still yielding near-diffraction-limited on-axis performance and keeping design complexity and fabrication cost in check. The fabricated subimagers are made of low-cost injection-molded plastic optics, the surface mold of which was fabricated by diamond turning. Figure 3 
B. Space Variant Point Spread Function and the Notion of Sweet Spot
An expected outcome of the fast f-number and the tilted arrangement of the optical elements is that the point spread function (PSF) of the subimager varies noticeably as a function of field location. This space variant nature of the PSF means that the farther away along the transverse plane an object point is from the on-axis location, the larger its PSF becomes. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the spot size variation with respect to field location. This in turn means that the corresponding captured spatial frequency information decreases with distance from the on-axis location. Hence it becomes important to identify the region in the image plane where the retrievable optical spatial frequencies exceed the detector Nyquist cutoff. This region is termed the sweet spot of the PANOPTES subimager. The (red online) dashed line in the plot shown in Fig. 4(a) indicates the boundary of the sweet-spot region. The left-hand side of this boundary represents the sweet spot where the captured optical spatial frequencies exceed the capabilities of the detector. It is in this domain that DSR is used to recover information through precise subpixel shifts. Figure 5 shows an image captured with a subimager, illustrating its imaging performance within and outside its sweet spot.
The mere fact that the optical spot size at a given off-axis field location exceeds the size of the detector pixel does not automatically preclude its eligibility for DSR. Under certain conditions, a spot size larger than the detector pixel is still useful for DSR because the corresponding MTF values, while lower than the diffraction-limited case, would still remain above the noise floor at spatial frequencies between the detector and optical limits, thereby enabling DSR within this realm. It is therefore instructive to analyze the notion of sweet-spot in the spatial frequency domain.
For the experiments described herein, the pixel pitch of the detector is 7:4 μm. This translates to a detector Nyquist frequency of 67:5 1 p=mm. Figure 6 shows a plot of MTF versus field for the PANOPTES subimager at the image plane (þy) at spatial frequencies of 67.5 line pairs (lp)/mm (detector Nyquist), 100 1 p=mm ð≈ 1:5 × detector NyquistÞ and 135 1 p= mm ð2 × detector NyquistÞ, respectively. Therefore, if the aim is to achieve DSR by factor of two, then the optical MTF should be nonzero (and above the noise threshold) up to twice the Nyquist frequency, i.e., 135 1 p=mm in this case. From Figures 4 and 6 it is seen that the total sweet-spot area will be approximately 0:2 × 0:2 mm 2 . For a pixel size of 7:4 μm, this translates to a region covered by roughly 27 × 27 square pixels in the center of the low-resolution image. This is the region within which DSR would be most effective. Another unique aspect of the PANOPTES subimager is the nature of the PSF's space variance. Due to the tilted arrangement of the surfaces, this space variance differs from conventional imaging systems in that it is not radially symmetric about the on-axis location. However, the subimager still exhibits plane symmetry wherein the PSF is symmetric about the y-axis as seen in Figure 4(b) . This plane symmetry, along with the space variance of the PSF must therefore be accounted for by the DSR algorithm in order to achieve accurate reconstruction results. One way to exploit this plane symmetry during reconstruction would be to employ rectangular isoplanatic patches (regions in the field within which the PSF is taken to be invariant) in the lower and upper halves of the image. These patches can then be processed separately using their associated PSFs. Examining Figure 4 (b) reveals yet another distinct feature of this system's imaging performance. On account of the OAP, it is seen that the PSF at a given location has varying widths along different orientations. This phenomenon is explained in [12] . From a spatial frequency perspective, this is also evident from the differing sagittal and tangential MTF curves shown in Figure 6 . Furthermore, if one considers a pair of points on the image plane that are diametrically opposite each other about the on-axis location, or even vertically across the x axis, it is seen that the widths of the PSF are different at these points for a given orientation. This PSF/MTF diversity can be exploited through MTF synthesis [10] to capture high-resolution data of a given object location along different orientations by simultaneously combining the resources of multiple subimagers. This information capture is accomplished through judiciously designing the tiling pattern of the subimagers' array within the larger imager architecture. Theoretical aspects of MTF synthesis in PANOPTES are discussed in [10] .
D. Effect of Mirror Tilt on Subimager Performance
The PANOPTES subimager design has thus far been evaluated for a fixed steering mirror tilt angle of þ20°as represented by the second surface shown in Fig. 3(a) . However, the end goal is to realize an adaptive design in which this surface can be accurately steered both horizontally and vertically thereby enabling multiple subimagers to form simultaneous detector-limited images with precise subpixel shifts. Since altering the angle of this surface modifies the imaging properties of the subimager, the effect of mirror tilt has been taken into consideration during the subimager design process. The PANOPTES design is optimized to enable imaging across spatial frequencies up to twice the detector Nyquist value within the sweet spot of the imager, for a tilt range of up to AE5°about the þ20°rest position of surface 2. Figure 7 shows the sagittal and tangential MTF values for tilt angles of AE5°and −5°with respect to the þ20°rest position, as a function of field location for 67.5 (detector Nyquist frequency) and 135 1 p=mm spatial frequencies. It must be noted that the size and the location of the sweet spot on the detector remain largely unaffected for this range of tilt angles. The drawback of the subimager sweet spot yielding a smaller field of view for DSR than would otherwise be afforded by an f/1 imager is mitigated by the steering ability of the subimager. The region outside the sweet spot may be considered as the subimager's peripheral vision, which even though unable to yield high-resolution imagery and thus not useful for DSR, would still provide a coarse estimate of scene content, which could then be used by the steering algorithm to direct the field of view towards areas of interest, thereby bringing these areas inside the sweet spot. Therefore, it is seen that a larger sweet spot relaxes the requirements on maximum tilt angle and the associated imaging performance for these higher tilt angles and vice versa. However, achieving a larger sweet spot would call for a greater degree of optical design complexity.
Experimental Setup and Reconstruction Results
A. Subimager Fabrication
The injection-molded plastic subimagers were designed at Southern Methodist University (SMU) and fabricated by Syntec Optics. Analysis showed that this design was an excellent candidate for manufacturing through molding. After reviewing the optical specifications and tolerance requirements, and consulting with SMU to understand imaging performance expectations, Syntec developed the concept for the mold design. A unit-mold concept was chosen to reduce costs and lead times. Post molding, the parabolic and angled plano surfaces were aluminum coated as second surface mirrors. The remaining two plano-inserts were coated with antireflective material for the visible spectrum. After coating, the remaining sides were painted with a black acrylic paint to contain stray light. Crosstalk is not significant as the subimagers act as baffles on account of the opaque paint on the sides and the very small back flange distance (the last surface of the subimager-to-CCD cover glass distance). Figure 8 shows a representative sample of the uncoated PANOPTES subimagers. Figure 9 shows six subimagers placed on a single large CCD sensor and is representative of the proposed architecture. However, for purposes of data collection at this stage, a smaller CCD was used as described in the next subsection.
B. Data Collection
The experimental setup for subimager performance evaluation involved a QI-Cam 4000R charge-coupled device (CCD) scientific camera detector with a square pixel size of 7:4 μm placed at a distance of 3.85 m from the object (target). For simplicity and convenience, one large CCD array that spanned across the subimagers was used. The subimagers were mounted a few micrometers away from the CCD cover glass so as to obtain best focus. The detector was then moved incrementally in subpixel shifts using highprecision actuators to induce translational motion, thereby simulating steering. Several images with precise ðx; yÞ subpixel offsets with respect to one another were then captured. Shifting was performed incrementally in steps of 1/8, 1/6, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, and 3/4 of the pixel pitch along both horizontal and vertical directions. A total of 121 shifted images were captured. Two such captured images directed towards the left and right sides of a U.S. Air Force resolution target are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) , respectively. Aliasing due to detector sampling is apparent in these images. DSR was then performed on these images as shown in Fig. 10(c) and described in the next subsection.
C. Digital Superresolution Results
The reconstruction algorithm used to improve image quality within the aliased portion of the detected images leveraged the gradient-based method in [13] with several unique enhancements. Our methods make use of the following image model:
where oðkÞ is the original high-resolution image field from subimage k expressed in vector form, gðkÞ is the corresponding lower-resolution image field from subimage k measured by the sensor, T is a warping matrix describing translational motion in high-resolution image space, H is a blurring matrix that accounts for the PSF of the imaging system, and D is a downsampling and averaging transformation that reduces the dimension of the image by a factor of D from high-resolution pixel space to low-resolution pixel space. In these reconstruction experiments, one single subimaging device was used, such that the value of k corresponds to the different spatial offsets observed under object translation (temporal multiplexing). For the PANOPTES system design, the choice of D reflects our assumptions regarding the underlying spatial frequency content of the scene as well as the PSF of each individual subimager, the latter of which depends on the position of the observed object within the subimager's field of view. In our system-level design, we chose the value of D ¼ 2, resulting in a fourfold increase in pixel resolution per unit area within the highest-resolution portion of the subimager's field of view. This choice yielded reasonable reconstruction results, whereas higher values (e.g. D ¼ 3) tended to increase the number of observed artifacts in the reconstructed image with no increased resolution benefit.
The reconstruction algorithm used attempts to minimize the error criterion
iteratively over time, where ∥ • ∥ denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector and Ef•g denotes averaging across the entire subimager image set. The method used for adjusting oðkÞ is the stochastic gradient rule given by
where μðkÞ is a sequence of positive step size values that decrease with time. The form of the stochastic gradient update rule allows for efficient implementation. For example, the image produced by ToðkÞ can be computed using nearest-neighbor interpolation, thus requiring only four multiply/adds per highresolution pixel. In addition, due to the sparse form of the subsampling factor matrix D, only one out of every D 2 pixels are needed at the output of the convolution process HfToðkÞg. These and similar simplifications were used in order to maintain a low-complexity image reconstruction update. In addition, the reconstruction algorithm allows for efficient updates of the reconstructed image as additional subimages are measured in a real-time application. This update rule is cycled through the collected subimages in a "round robin" approach until convergence is achieved. In our reconstruction, all 121 subimages were used, and 2000 iterations of the algorithm were employed in which the step size was reduced by one-half after every 500 iterations, where μð1Þ ¼ 0:55. A large number of subimages with different subpixel offsets were used to discount the effect of any reconstruction artifacts that may arise due to a specific choice of offset and subsampling grid.
In implementing the update rule, the choice of PSF affects reconstruction performance. In order to maintain a reasonable complexity of the updates, a spaceinvariant PSF equal to that found in the center of the subimager was used, so that efficient convolution and interpolation methods could be employed. As a result, the quality of the reconstruction is expected to be best in the center of the subimager's field of view. This choice is a reasonable one, as spatial aliasing is most-prevalent near this spatial location. Hence, the performance of the reconstruction is likely to be best at the center of the image. However, since the knowledge of both precise registration and PSF at any given field location is readily available to the DSR algorithm, this approach can be extended to perform space-variant reconstruction within the sweet spot at the expense of computational complexity. As mentioned previously, DSR is useful only within the sweet spot region. In addition, parallax and depth estimation are nonissues since the intended applications involve object distances that are many orders of magnitude greater than the separation between subimagers. ZEMAX was used to model this PSF at ten times the desired end pixel resolution, from which a reduced-pixel version of the PSF was then produced to implement the update rule. Figure 10 (c) shows the reconstruction result obtained through this process. As can be seen, the improvement in image quality over the collected images in Fig. 10. (a) Cropped region of a low resolution image captured by subimager 1 (left-placed subimager), (b) high-resolution image obtained by interlacing and interpolation using subpixel shifted low resolution images (no deblurring), and (c) reconstructed high-resolution image obtained by performing DSR. Fig. 10(a) is readily apparent in the upper left-hand corner of the reconstructed image, which corresponds to the center of the subimagers field of view. Several digits and bars of the Air Force resolution target are legible. Moreover, additional details regarding the shapes of other elements of the scene are more apparent. The quality of the reconstruction degrades as one moves away from the highest-resolution portion of the reconstruction image. This effect is to be expected due to the single PSF used in the reconstruction process.
The image reconstruction method chosen performs joint deconvolution of the PSF of the optical system and interpolation to a more-dense sampling grid. How important is deconvolution in this overall process? Figure 10 (b) shows a reconstruction result in which only data regridding is performed, in which bilinear interpolation across all 121 measured subimages to an upsampling factor of D ¼ 2 is used to reconstruct the image. As can be seen, the reconstruction result in this case is somewhat blurrier than that obtained by our reconstruction algorithm in Fig. 10(c) . This result shows the benefit of joint deconvolution and interpolation and indicates that additional detail can be resolved through a reconstruction method that takes the PSF of the optical system into account.
Conclusion
In this paper, experimental results of imaging with aPANOPTES subimager based on an unobscured folded architecture have been presented. This design is intended to enable dynamic allocation of imaging resources based on the information content of the scene through adaptive steering mechanisms. The imaging performance was experimentally validated and digitally superresolved images using data from this folded imaging architecture were produced. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the performance of a miniaturized folded architecture for use in multiaperture imaging intended for field-of-view steering is being evaluated. Such a folded system will enable the insertion of micromirror technology to provide the advantages of a compact adaptive system. Successful image capture and DSR using this architecture now paves the way for the next stage of system integration, namely incorporating steering mirrors into a miniaturized optical system in the PANOPTES architecture. This system integration is currently underway in collaboration with corporate partners.
